
Siloki Combat  - AIRSOFT
Important Field Rules 
Gun FPS / joules limits are strictly enforced.


CQC - INDOOR COMBAT - 1.34 Joules

Field speed is 380FPS  with .20g also measured as 1.34 joules

Semi auto only, no burst and no automatic fire.


OUTDOOR COMBAT - 1.49 Joules

 
AEGs/Gas and HPA Guns 400 fps with .20 bbs

Sniper Single Shot Bolt action guns 450 fps with .20s  - 1.80 Joules

Sniper Single Shot Bolt action guns 500 fps with .20s ( Sniper safety course graduates only) - 
2.30 Joules


Players must be 18+ with signed WAIVER. The minimum age to play Airsoft at Siloki Combat 
is 12 years old. All players under 18 must have guardian/parent 18 or over signed consent to 
play Airsoft and agree to the terms outlined on the signed waiver.


Designated safe area is the only place where you are allowed to remove your eye-protection, 
anywhere else you must have eye-protection on at all times.

High quality glasses/goggles that meet CSA Z94 standards as a minimum must be worn at all 
times and must be secured with a head strap. 

Full seal glasses are recommended. 


Siloki Combat does not allow mesh style goggles due to the risk of BB shards passing 
through or the mesh breaking under sustained impacts.


CQC Indoor and Outdoor field safety equipment standards: 
Below is the minimum acceptable standard for each age group. We highly recommend 
high quality sealed glasses/goggles that meet CSA Z94 standards as a minimum which 
must be worn at all times during play and must be secured with a head strap, full face 
and ear protection. 
•  all players 12-14 must wear full face protection,high quality sealed glasses/goggles that 

meet CSA Z94 standards as a minimum must be worn at all times and must be secured 
with a head strap


• all players 15-17 must wear full face and high quality glasses/goggles that meet CSA Z94 
standards as a minimum, must be worn at all times and must be secured with a head strap


• Players 18 yrs and over must wear high quality glasses/goggles that meet CSA Z94 
standards as a minimum, must be worn at all times and must be secured with a head strap 
and a high quality mouth guard. Full face protection is highly recommended.




General Rules and Safety

• No firearms will be transported to or from Siloki Combat premises without a proper 
transportation case or bag.


• Barrel blocking devices (BBD) such as barrel covers recommended outside of play area. In 
Safe Area, all guns must be kept with: magazines OUT, safety ON, chambers CLEAR, barrel 
covers/ muzzle cover on.


• All side arms (pistols) without Barrel Blocking Device (BBD) must have: mags out, chambers 
clear, stored safely in holster or case.


• No dry firing in Safe Area. Weapon testing / calibration may be conducted on practice 
firing range or once on playing area or field. Siloki Combat recommends you book range time 
ahead of time or arrive early to make adjustments to your airsoft firearms.


• All firearms must be chronographed. Firearms are tested and tagged at each visit and are 
subject to test at staff discretion. Engagement range will be determined by staff depending on 
the game play.


• Players may use their own protective equipment, but must be approved by the staff.


• Staff reserves the right to test all protective equipment.  
  Rental Equipment is available upon request.


• For the safety of all players and our facility, all smoke grenades “Thunder V” or other sound 
grenade devices must be purchased at Siloki Combat and staff will determine how and when 
they can be used in different scenarios.


• Un-sportsman like behaviour/conduct will, at the staff’s discretion, result in player ejection 
from play for the rest of the round, possible removal from premises. At the managements 
discretion complete banning from facility may be enforced. Disciplinary decisions are final.


• Any player caught hot swapping their gun to a higher than allowed FPS or Joules will be 
banned immediately from the field. Choronographing can be requested at any time by staff. 


• No alcohol or drugs will be tolerated.




Rules of Engagement

• All players must play in a safe manner; any purposeful endangerment of others will be 
strictly dealt with. Semi only for indoor CQC play. Players playing in an unsafe manner (full 
auto shooting close up, shooting at the head purposely, etc) will be removed from the game.


• Designated safe area is the only place where you are allowed to remove your eye-protection, 
anywhere else you must have eye-protection on at all times.


• When in a safe zone you are required to have magazines out of rifles and pistols must 
remain holstered. Use of a barrel bag is highly recommended.


• A mercy kill is when you are considered close enough to an opponent that a hit is a given, 
typically by sneaking up on them. We recommend players to be aware of their engagement 
distances, especially if they have upgraded guns and mercy other players as suitable. Mercy 
kills is not required to be given or taken. If you feel you are close enough to mercy a player, 
call out “BANG BANG” to them loud enough to get their attention. If the player does not 
accept the mercy, (i.e. raises their gun), then by all means shoot, but aim for the gear or 
anywhere lower than the chest.


• NO BLIND FIRE - blind firing is when you are shooting but can’t see where the BB’s are 
going (i.e. poking only your gun around the corner and shooting) Due to the risk of a player 
being right around the corner at extreme close range, blind firing is prohibited.


• Some playing areas have holes in the structures that players can use. A general rule for 
these holes is that you have to be able to use the sites on your gun before shooting through 
the hole.


• A hit is whenever a player is touched by a BB either in the gear, arm, face, etc. Specific rules 
can change with game style. When hit, a player will loudly yell “HIT” and raise their hand 
above their head, a red “kill rag” is highly recommended to prevent being shot again once 
dead. The players will then stand up and re-spawn according to game rules.


• Any player posing as dead to ambush other live players will be removed from the game.


• Airsoft is an honour based sport, all players trust the others to call their hits as it happens. 
Cheaters will be dealt with accordingly.




Airsoft Styles of Play

Milsim (Military Simulation)


These are generally very realistic games with full story lines, equipment/camo and sometimes 
even weapon restrictions. Milsim games are designed to capture the most realistic military 
experience possible by using real world tactics, running a squad/command network with 
designated leaders and organizations. The Majority of Milsim games are run at large fields and 
go for at least 8hrs with no breaks. Milsim games can be 24hrs in length, where the players 
are competing for a full day with no scheduled breaks. Milsim games are more likely to be 
played by experienced players with at least two years experience and are equipped with a full 
gear load-out. In some instances, Milsim games restrict hi-capacity magazines to none and 
require that players use low-capacity magazines. This style of gaming is more objective based 
than other styles resulting in less frequent shooting. By employing actors, vehicles, fancy 
props, and pyrotechnics, this form of play offers the most realistic airsoft experience available.


Milsim games incorporate multiple objectives at the same time to test a team’s ability to 
conquer the field. The objectives are considered more complicated, for instance, 
photographing the enemy commander in his base, setting up radio towers or negotiating with 
“villagers”. This style of play makes players role-play to create a more immersive playing 
experience. Some examples of roles a player may portray include medics, engineers, squad 
leaders, team leaders, radiomen, etc.


Minisim (Miniature Simulation)

Minisims bridges the gap between skirmish games and Milsim games. It offers newer players 
the chance to get a taste of Milsim play without all the rules while offering more trigger time. 
Minisim games often split up teams based on armbands with no restrictions on camouflage, 
gear, or weapons. Minisim games can have a large amount of action, with quick and easy 
objectives, like find the downed pilot, plant a bomb in a location, and capture a town/base. 


This style of gaming is recommended for players with one or more years experience and also 
incorporates role-playing such as medics and team leaders. 


Skirmish

This is a fast and furious style of gaming. The game styles are quite short, usually running 
under two hours and incorporate a lot of shooting. Teams are split up by camo or armbands 
without designated team leads or any roles. Lots of action, with very easy game scenarios 
such as: elimination, capture the flag, attack and defend, etc. 


Skirmish style games are great for new and old players alike as they offer quite a bit of fun. 




Scenario Based Game Types

Strong Side

This is a very simple game similar to tag and is best played with 5-15 players. Everyone starts 
on their own, everyman for themselves. When you successfully shoot someone, they must 
call the hit and switch to your team. The person who is hit goes to the person who shot them 
and so-on and so forth until all the players are on one team. This game can be really quick, or 
take a long time depending on how many times people switch back and forth. Once you're 
hit, you are considered dead until you tag in on the person who shot you. 


Strong Side Variation

Same general play as strong side, except once you are hit, you must stand where you where 
hit until someone comes up a tags you. It can be the person who shot you, or someone else. 
It adds a different style to the game play. 


Push

A simple game similar to capture the flag. The players are divided up into two teams, each 
team starts at their own base. At an equal distance between the two bases is a single flag. 
Each team’s objective is to take that flag and push it forward to the opposing team’s base. 
First team to get the flag into the opponent’s base wins. Best played at a minimum 30 second 
respawn rule, and 5-30 players. If you are hit while carrying the flag, you must drop the flag 
where you were hit; you cannot toss it to another player or anything else. 


Capture the Flag

Players are divided into two equal teams. Both teams have a different starting point 
somewhere on the field. On the field, a flag will be placed; there can be more than one flag 
depending on the amount of players, the size of the field, and the length of time for game 
play. Once a team has captured the flag, they must take it back to their base. The first team to 
get the flag, or more than half of the flags, wins. If you are carrying the flags and then hit, you 
must drop the flag where you were hit.


Attack and Defend

A game where players are split up roughly 1/3 on one team, and 2/3 on the other team. The 
smaller team is given a hill or base to defend, and the other team has to attack and take over 
that base. Usually when one attack has stepped foot in the base the game is over. If the 
defenders hold it for the length of the game, they win. Usually best played with 6-50 players 
and time limits can range from 10 minutes to 2 hours.


Downed Pilot

Players are split into three teams, a single player as the pilot, and two equal teams. The pilot 
is placed somewhere on the field and given a sidearm with limited ammo. The pilot is 
“wounded” and requires another player to be in physical contact with him to move him. The 
other two team’s objective is to find and rescue the pilot while preventing the other team from 
doing the same. A time limit is usually in place ranging from 30 minutes to 2 hours. Can be 
played with 8-60 players. 




Elimination

One of the simplest game type. You can start out as everyone for themselves or on teams, 
and one hit kills, possible allow respawning. The whole objective of the game is to eliminate 
the other team. Very fast style of game and is suitable for 2-200 players. 


Last man standing

It's every player for themselves and last person standing wins. 


Variation-Last man Standing

Players are split into two teams and one hit elimination with no respawn until there is approx 
8-10 players left. The admin will call out “everyone for themselves” and players play like that 
until there is one person left. Great game to play, loads of fun. Great for anywhere from 
10-100 players. 


Zombie - Infected

Game starts out with everyman for themselves, once hit, dead players will go back to a 
common area. Once there are three dead players in the spawn area, they go back out into the 
field as zombie players. The game continues until one non-zombie player is left. 


Hunter

Players are divided up, approx. 1/3 of players are designated prey, and the rest are the 
hunters. The Prey is restricted to a pistol and a small amount of ammo and hunters have no 
restrictions. The prey are given a specific area and time frame, they must get to that area 
without being hit to win. Hunters are to try and shoot the prey, but cannot shoot each other. 
Also called manhunt. 



